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Take from the abdomen, give to the chest

Autologous fat transfer sees fat removed from the thighs or abdomen
and transferred to the breast, says Dr Anoop Rastogi (right).

One of themost common surgical cosmetic
procedures undertakenworldwide is breast
augmentation. InAustralia, an estimated
17,000women a year seek synthetic implant
surgery,many ofwhomseek to boost the
size or enhance the shape of their breasts.
However, where saline or silicone

implantswere the norm, a growing trend in
breast augmentation is to use a patient’s
ownbody fat.
The process sees a surgeon utilise

liposuction to remove fat fromareas of a
patient’s body such as thighs and stomach.
The fat is transferred via injection to the
breast, to increase breast cup size, correct
asymmetry or enhance volume.
Known as an autologous fat transfer

procedure, and also referred to as a ‘‘natural
augmentation’’, the procedure is
undertaken bywomenwhowant permanent
breast enlargement but are not keen to have
a synthetic implant in their body.
‘‘There are a number of benefits,’’ says

Sydney cosmetic surgeonDrAnoopRastogi,
a Fellow of theAustralasianCollege of
Cosmetic Surgeons (ACCS)who has been
performing breast augmentation surgeries
for nearly 20 years.
‘‘A patient achieves enlargement that

looks and feels completely natural. There
are no tell-tale scars toworry about and a
woman can achieve enhancement of up to
one-and-a-half cup sizes,’’ he says.
‘‘Further, because the fat can be placed

wherever the patient and surgeon feels it is
necessary, it is possible to fill ‘emptiness’ in
the upper part of the breast and enhance
cleavagewithout having to increase the total
size of the breast.
‘‘Since the fat is transferred to the breasts

using small injections, there are no visible
scars and there ismuch less downtime
comparedwith implant surgery.
‘‘Of course there is also the attraction of

getting slimmer thighs and bigger breasts
from the one procedure.’’
According toDrRastogi, themain

disadvantage of autologous fat transfer is
that there is a limit to the amount of fat that
can be placed in the breast. This is
determined in part by howmuch fat a
patient has – the procedure, for instance, is

not suitable for thin patientswith tight
breasts, he says.
DrRastogi removes fat fromareas such as

the thighs or stomach using tumescent
liposculpture undertaken through tiny
incisions in the body.
The fat is then treated, filtered, loaded in

syringes and injected in each breast in fine
layers to create an aesthetically pleasing
shape, he says.
Once injected, some fat cells are

reabsorbed by the body, which is to be

expected, he says. However, the rest remain
to create permanent fullness.
Studies frompatient groupsworldwide

suggest there is no increased risk of patients
developing breast cancer, DrRastogi says.
‘‘On top of this, there is no risk of issues

like capsular contracture, displacement,
rotation or rupture [as there can bewith
synthetic implants],’’ he says.
Aswith any surgery, patients are advised

to book a comprehensive initial consultation
with a surgeon to determine their

candidacy for the procedure, the
desired look and expected surgical
outcome.

When choosing a surgeon to
performa cosmetic
procedure,word ofmouth
recommendations can be
valuable, but it is alwayswise
for a patient to do their own
research, DrRastogi says.
‘‘TheACCShas a register

of doctors properly trained in
cosmetic surgery,’’ he says. ‘‘It

also has procedure-specific
registerswhich list doctorswho

specialise in each of the commonly
performed surgeries.’’
TheAustralianHealth Practitioner

RegulationAgency (AHPRA) also has an
online register ofmedical practitioners,
where the qualifications of doctors can be
checked and any conditions or restrictions
are listed.

Any surgical or invasiveprocedure carries risk.
Before proceeding, you should seek a second
opinion fromanappropriately qualified health
practitioner.

PH: 9362 1426 Dr Rastogi, 9 Bay Street, Double Bay NSW 2028

Why your Facelift should be 
performed at a younger age
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Before and After photo 10 days post op

Modern facelift techniques are far superior to 
and last much longer than those of previous 
generations, and many women today don’t 
want to wait until they look “old” in order to 
look younger again.

Being a more “ageless” society than ever
before, with heightened awareness of nutrition 
and fi tness to promote youthfulness for as long 
a possible, women in their 40’s and 50’s feel 
like they did in their 30’s, dressing and living a 
lifestyle that refl ects this.

Prominent Sydney cosmetic surgeon, Dr 
Anoop Rastogi, B. Med FACCS, a fellow of 
The Australasian College of Cosmetic Surgery, 
trained to perform his facelifts in Paris, 
Cambridge and London.

He explains there are three intelligent reasons
to have a facelift at a younger age.  Firstly, a 
modern facelift is designed to extend your 
enjoyment of the best years of your life, when 
your body is active and you feel, dress and 
live a young lifestyle but the face in the mirror 
doesn’t quite refl ect the person you feel.

An artfully performed facelift at this stage treats
the laxity in your neck, the slight looseness 
on your jawline and that bit of facial sag that 
surprises you in photos and causes your 
fi ngers to lift your skin in the mirror.  It restores 
your appearance in your mid 40’s and 50’s 
back to the way you looked in your 30’s.

Any surgical or invasive procedure carries risk. Before proceeding, you should seek an opinion from an appropriately qualifi ed health practitioner.

Secondly, with each year that goes by your 
collagen and elastin deplete at an increasing 
rate so the younger you have your facelift, once 
its time, the longer your facelift will last and the 
more value you get out of it.

The third reason explains Dr Rastogi is that it 
doesn’t make sense to wait until you get old, 
to try to look young again.  Instead the ideal 
is to remain timeless and ageless so that your 
youthful appearance is maintained seamlessly.

 “The aim is to produce buoyant-smooth skin 
and a youthful appearance to the neck, jaw 
line, cheeks and eye area in such a natural way 
that one has no idea that surgery has been 
involved.

“When it is performed by a surgeon well 
practiced at his art, that youthful appearance 
is also created without any tell-tale evidence of 
surgery.

“One shows his fi nesse as a surgeon when 
performing a facelift. It’s all about meticulous 
attention to detail and gentle, precise hands.”
Dr Rastogi’s facelifts generally result in little 
swelling, little-to-no bruising, and discomfort is 
usually mild.  

There are no heavy bandages. Consequently, 
Dr Rastogi’s patients are usually presentable 
in public after 3-4 days and can return to work 
and social activities after around 10 days
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